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ABSTRACT 

In order to scale models of devices (ships, space capsules,
integrated circuits, etc.) and phenomena (nuclear detonations, 
space-charge widening, sloshing in fuel tanks, etc.), it is 
necessary to determine nondimensional groupings of variables. A 
computer program establishes sets of invariant or nondimensional 
sets of variables and searches for an optimum set under specified
optimization criteria. This Fortran IV program is based on 
algorithms of integer programming. Typical running times are 
2 minutes for 104 sets of equations. 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS 

By A. D. Sloan and W. W. Happ

Electronics Research Center 

SUMMARY 

Documentation, illustrative examples, running time, and 

failure diagnostics are presented for a program useful in scaling

models by dimensional analysis. The program, written in FORTRAN 

IV, performs exclusively integer operations and calculates a 

basis for the null space of the matrix of a transformation in 

terms of a given basis. Application to the calculation of B­

numbers is made. The program further optimizes a matrix of 

integers under specified constraints. "Tearing" (or diakoptics)

of large systems, defined as minimal under specified constraints, 

is performed. 

The program is available either from the authors or from the 

Project COSMIC Library of computer programs at the University of 

Georgia, at Athens. 

INTRODUCTION 

A Fortran IV program has been developed for the calculation 
of Buckingham numbers from physical laws. Buckingham numbers are 
defined as follows. Given a set of variables [(Ak) k = 1,...,n],
dimensionally expressed in terms of some fixed reference dimen­
sions, a Buckingham number or "B" number is an n-tuple of numbers 
[(m,) k = I,...,n], such that the product: 
fi (Ak)mk
k=l 

is dimensionless. For example, let the reference dimensions be 

length, mass, and time (e,m,t>,and the variables be E-energy, 

m-mass, and c-speed of light. Then, these variables dimensionally

expressed in terms of the reference dimensions by: 

E = me2/t2 
m = m  

c = e/t 
A "B" number for these variables is (-1,1,2) for (E)-'(m)l(~)~
is dimensionless. Thus, "B" numbers express formulas and may be 
used to find dimensional relationships between variables. 
In a system with a large number of variables, more than one 
'B" number may result. By finding all "B" numbers, it is possible 
to determine all the ways of decomposing the large system into 

smaller ones. For instance, if along with the variables E,m,c, 

we included 1 and t, in the foregoing example, we could have 
three "B" numbers (-l,l,Z,OO) as before; expressing E = mc2, 
(-1,1,0,2,-2), since the units of E are m1*/t2 and (O,O,-l,l,-1)
since the units of c are R/t. 

SCOPE 

It is assumed that (Lk) and [(mk) k = 1,...,n] are two "B" 
numbers for the variables (Ak) and t is a real number. Scalar 
multiplication and addition among "B" numbers are defined by 
t x  + (tRk + mk) k = I,...,n 
Observe that: 

/ 'k=l / 'k=l / 
is dimensionless since (Rk) and (mk) are "B" numbers. This shows 
that the "B" numbers form a vector space, with addition and scalar 
multiplication defined as before. 
The program has the following functions. 

(1) It determines a basis for the vector space of "B" num­
bers; that is, it determines a set of "B" numbers such that they 
are linearly independent, and such that, any other "B" number can 
be written as a finite combination of the elements of the basis. 
Such a basis is called a complete set of "B" numbers. 
( 2 )  According to criteria previously defined (refs. 1,2,3),
the program examines other complete sets of "B" numbers and de­
termines a set in which: 
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(a) 	The minimal sum of the absolute values of the 

entries 

(b) The maximal number of zero entries 

relative to all other complete sets examined. 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Coding the Problem 

The input of the problem consists of: 

(1)NREFDM = the number of reference dimensions 
(2) NVARIB = the number of variables 
(3) IVAR = an (NREFDM) by (NVARIB) matrix, which acts as a 
list (indexed by the second variable) of (NREFDM) by 1 matrices. 

The J'th entry in this list, or equivalently the J'th column of 

IVAR, defines the J'th variable in terms of the reference dimen­

sions. For example, if the J'th variable was the Boltzmann con­

stant, which has dimensions (length)(length)(mass)/(time)/(time)

(temperature), and if the reference dimensions were (length,mass, 

time, charge, temperature), then: 

IVAR(1,J) = 2 
IVAR(2,J) = 1 
IVAR(3,J) = -2 
IVAR(4,J) = 0 
IVAR(5,J) = -1 
(4) M = NREFDM 
(5) N = the number of variables in the formula of interest 
(6) IFORM = a list of N numbers which indicate which variables 
are in the formula of interest. The numbers refer to the second 
subscript of IVAR. 
(7) IOPT = 1 or 2. It indicates which optimization procedure
will be followed. 1 means that zeros will be maximized first and 
the sum of the absolute value of entries will be minimized next, 
while 2 means that the procedure occurs in the reverse order. 
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Input Format 

The first input card contains NREFDM and NVARIB in 215 for­
mat. The next NVARIB cards contain NREFDM numbers on each in 
1415 format and fox" the columns of IVAR. If Q formulas are to 
be analyzed, then there should be Q sequences of cards in the 

following form: 

IOPT in I5 format 

M and N in 215 format 

IForm (=N numbers) in 1415 format. 

Note that all input data must be in integer form. 

Example of Problem Statement (Fig. 1) 

The reference dimensions are: 

(1) Length

(2) Mass 

( 3 )  Time 
(4) Charge 
The variables are: 

Surface area 
Mass of electrons 
Charge of electrons 
Current density

Current 

Velocity

Energy

Electric potential. 

The 12 input data cards for this problem are shown in 

Figure 1. The card at the bottom of the page is the first, while 

the one at the top of the page is the last. The resultant print­

out is shown in Figure 2. The program listing is given in the 

appendix. 

The first card indicates that NREFDM = 4, while NVARIB = 8. 
Each of the next eight cards forms a column of IVAR. The second 
card, for example, indicated that the dimensions of variable 
number 1 (= surface area) are (length)2,while the ninth card 
indicates that the dime sions of variable No. 8 (= electric 
potential) are (length)9 (mass)(time)-2  (charge)-1. The tenth card 
indicates that IOPT = 1, and the eleventh card that M = 4, N = 8. 
The last card is IFORM. This card shows which of the variables 
are to be considered; presently all eight variables are included. 
4 

Figure  1.- Input data  cards  
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IT H E R E  A R E  F Q U R  R E F E R E N C E  D I M E N S I O N S  A N D  E I G H T  V A R I A B L E S .  T H E  ROWS BELOW A R E  T H E  V A R I A B L E S .  
2 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
- 2  0 -1  1 
0 0 -1  1 
1 0 - 1  0 
2 1 - 2  0 
2 1 - 2  -1  
T H E  F O R M U L A  NOW B E I N G  C O N S I D E R E D  I S  D E F I N E D  I N  T E R M S  O F  T H E  
F O L L O W I N G  E I G H T  V A R I A B L E S .  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
T H E  COLUMNS O F  T H E  M A T R I X  BELOW A R E  T H E  V A R I A B L E S  I N  T E R M S  O FIT H E  R E F E R E N C E  D I M E N S I O N S .  
2 0 0 - 2  0 1 2 2 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 - 1  - 1  - 1  - 2  - 2  
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 - 1  
T H E R E  A R E  FOUR L I N E A R L Y  I N D E P E N D E N T  B V E C T O R S .  

WE H A V E  O P T I M I Z E D  Z E R O S  F I R S T ,  T H E N  T H E  SUM.  

T H E  ROWS O F  T H E  M A T R I X  BELOW FORM A C O M P L E T E  SET OF B V E C T O R S .  

T H E  SUM O F  T H E  A B S O L U T E  V A L U E S  O F  T H E  E N T I R E S  I S  1 9  A N D  T H E  

NUMBER OF Z E R O  E N T R I E S  I S  1 9 .  

- 1  0 - 0  - 1  1 - 0  - 0  - 0  
0 0 1 0 - 0  - 0  -1  1 
0 - 1  - 0  0 -8  - 2  1 - 0  
-3 0 2 - 2  0 2 - 0  - 0  
Figure  2 . - Computer Pr in t -ou t  f o r  data g iven  by Figure  1. 
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COMPUTER APPROACH 

Complete Sets of "B" Numbers 

The program proceeds as follows. Suppose IVAR is a p-by-k

matrix, so that each of the k columns of IVAR expresses a variable 

in terms of the p reference dimension. A k-tuple (nl,...,nk) of 

numbers is a "B" number if and only if 
0 = IVAR [,Ink 
and this equals the matrix product of IVAR and the column vector 

If we consider IVAR as a linear transformation, then the vector 
space of "B" numbers is exactly equal to the null space of IVAR, 
and in order to find a complete set of ' I B I I  numbers, it suffices 
to find a basis for this null space. This is accomplished next. 
Let ei = (0,...,O , l , O ,  ...,0 )  be a k-tuple where the 1 occurs 
in the i-th spot, i = l,...,k. Form the matrix whose i-th row 
consists of IVAR (ei). The matrix is k by p. Row reduce this 
matrix. As a by-product of the row reduction process one obtains 
a permutation T of (1,...,k) and number ai9 such that aii # 0 and 
such that the rows of the row reduced matrix are given by 
(1)1 
... 
7 

where the first s rows are non-zero and the last k-s rows are 

zero. Let 

and let 
C aiye.,r(y) 
i 

wi = i = ~ ~ . . . ~ k .  
y=l 

Since the ei's are linearly independent and since aii # 0, it 
follows that the wi's are linearly independent. Let W1 be the 
space spanned by W ~ ~ . . . ~ W ~and let W2 be the space spanned by 
WS+l,. ..,Wk. IVAN (W1eW2)= IVAR (W1) SO that W2 is the null-
space of IVAR. Let 8 be the inverse permutation to IT. Then 
Eai e ( y )] i = 1 + l,...Ik 
expresses a basis of W2 in terms of the original one. (Note that 

the ei could have been chosen to be any k linearly independent

k-tuples.) 

In this way the program determines a complete set of "B" 

numbers. The input entries of IVAR must be integers, and as a 

result, the entries of the "B" vectors forming a complete set are 

integer. 

Optimization 

Next, it is determined if there are any common factors among
the entries of the "B" numbers, and whether there is only one 
lrBrlnumber in the complete set. If there is, there is no need to 

go through the optimizing procedure. But if there is more than 

one "B" number, then an attempt to find a more optimal complete 

set is made. The procedure is as follows. 

Suppose VII...,Vk is the complete set of "B" numbers which 

we have. If 

W1 = AIVl + ... + AkVk where AI,...,Ak are integers and 
A1 # 0, then W1,V2f...fVk is also a complete set. 
8 

In this program, AI, ...,Ak takes on the values -2,-110,1,2 and 
the different Wits so obtained are compared and an optimal one is 
chosen. Then, v1 = Vk, V2 = Wl, V3 = V2,. ..! Vk = Vk-1 are set. 
This process is repeated k-times. There are at present two choices 
of the optimizing procedure. The first choice is to maximize the 

number of zero entries and then minimize the sum of the absolute 

value, while the second is just the reverse. The two procedures

do not appear to be equivalent. 

After performing the foregoing operations on one formula, 

the program goes on and reads another formula. 

Performance 

The program has been tested on an IBM 7094. The running
time for 28  formulas, each with 1,2,3, or 4 "B" numbers in its 
complete set, was about 2 minutes. The time for a formula with 
5 "B'l numbers in its complete set was slightly more than 4 min­
utes. This time includes an assembly listing and the punching of 
a binary deck. Without the listing and deck, a Univac 1108 took 

42 seconds to do the same 28 formulas. 

Electronics Research Center 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Cambridge, Massachusetts, September 1968 

129-06-02-75 
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APPENDIX 

PROGRAM LISTING 

07 
r.?kI :d - EFPI SOURCE: STATEMEFIT - IFN(S)  -
C 

C 

c 
c 
C 
c 
C 
c: 
C 
c 
c 
i 
C 
c 
c 
c 
C 
c 
c 
c 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
c 
c 
C 
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c 
c 
c 
C 
C 
c 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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IL 
I F  Q FOHb$LILAS ARE TO BE PNALYZEDP THEP? THERE StlOllLD BE -d .SEQCIEI~CESOF CARDS IN'  THE 'FOLLb-W"fN%' FORM.*.--
- . . - .. -. - _ _ _  ~ . . . .. . ___-___ 
12 

-- - - MAIN - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - I F N ( S )  ­- . . ..- - _.- _ _.-.- -.. ~ _ _ - .  . 
-_._THE F I N A L  OPTIMIZED MATRIXvklJD IZERS. I S  THE NlJMBER O F  ZERO! _.
I c .  
621 IZERS=IZERS+l  
622-COT~TINUE­
13 

- -  
-- 
? 

OW 

- -MAIN - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - I F N ( S )  - . - I 
c . 75ura5'A.'EMEDFlmrmm-vmIJ!3 0F . k l F J m r � s m ­
. -_ EXAMINEDvAND IZERSA I S  THEC THE MOST OPTIM4L �3 VECTOR YET . . 
C NUMbER-OF ZEXOS 
C - - .  _- -. - - .... 
ISUMSA =9999­
650 	JZEROX=IZEROX-3 _ _ ~ ~  -. 
DO 3006- I N U M B I = l  v I U P  
INUMBl=INUMB1-1 
D O 3 0 0 6  INUhB2=1 t-IUP 
I F ( A N D ( I N U M ~ ~ V I T E S T ) . N E . O . )MULT(JhUYB)=2*MULT(JNUMB)- ­--E-
DO 351 J = l v N  
X I - N U L L U W J R U L v 7 T = ~ * ~ 5 A V( 1* J T  
C 
- C N U L L C E A J R O W v  0 1  IS THE NEW B VECTOR WHICH WE WILL EXAMINE* 
C ___ _. -
DO 3 S K F Z K  
Il=I-l __352 D U - 3 5 3 - 3 = l l i N - - ­
-3 5 3  NULL (MAJROW, J)=NULL (MAJROW, J)+-(MULT ( I 1 1 +NULSAV ( I,J) 
-5 5 4 C U f i T I N U E  -- - ­
-... . .. 
14 

-- 
- - 
MAIN - EFN SOURCE STkTEMENT -. I F N ( S )  ­_ _ _ _  _..-- - . .. .  . - ~ 
9 	COIvTINUEGo TO (723,724) ,-IOPf . _ _  - _-__.I . ­
15 

I 

16 

---- 
-- 
s1 -.- . -EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - I F N ( S )  -
GO TO 4 . 3 c-o-h-T-IN& _ _ _  -
GO TO 1 5  
C 
C INTERCHANGE ROWS O F  INMAT. 
C 
.- --. ._ 4-	DO 5 J 1 = l r N  
~s m = I N w . m O W  IJ1) 
fNMAT(IROW~J1)=INMAT(ISWOP,J1)
5 INMAT(ISWOPIJ~)=SAVE 
L 
._
C INTERCHANGE CORRESPONDING ROWS OF MATOUT. 
-__ -DO 6 I l = l r M  
SAVE-MATOUT ( IROW IIi1 
~ _. M A T O U T ( I R O W ~ I l ) = M A T O U T ( Z S W O P , I 1 )  
6 MATOUT(ISWOPII~)=SAVE 
9 . I R O W l = I R O W + l~ 
ICONSl=INMAT(IROW~J) ~ 
L_ _ _ -
C ROW REDUCE INMAT. 
C - MATOUT -ACCORDINGLY.-_ - CHANGE 
C 
DO 66 13=IROWlvM-	 ._-__ _ _
I C O N S ~ ( I ~ ) = I N M A T ( I ~ I J )  
17 

-- 
INTEGERS 
- -  
-- 
-- 
074 
52 - EFN- SOURCE STATEMENT - I F N i S )  ­
i 
_. i 
IS U B R O U ' r ~ E . - N ~ L - ~ ~ A ~ MV'I NULL IKNIL t I
IC 
C WE ARE GIVEN TWO VECTOR SP-ACES V AND W WITH BASIS V ( ~ ) I * . *  ' 
c .  V(N) AND W(~)I~.~IW(M)IRESPECTIVELYIAND A LINEAR TRANSFORMA-
I C  TION L FROM V I N f O ~ S u B R O U T I N E - N U L S P ADETERMINES A BASIS FOR 
C THE NULL,SPACE OF L I N  TERMS OF A GIVEN BASIS V e  
USUAL BASI S - t - N A M E L Y V ( I ) = (0 Ii I 0 tC - - - V < 1 J t  IV (N 1 IS� 
- ..-C 1 1 0 1 * . * 1 0 )  WHERE. THE 1 OCCURS .I N  THE I ' T H  LOCATION. .­c-
C THE INPUT CONSISTS OF- . - . - -
C 
C _____1. TWO _-___ M AND Ne. - - .-__ 
c
L 
C 
____I _ _  -. __.__ ~ -
L 
C 
- - ~ L I N  THE GIVEN BASIS. 
2 rAN N BY N MATRIX I V  WHOSE- .COLUMNS ARE A BASIS OF VI AND ~- ~ 
C 3.AN M BY N MATRIX WHICH CONRRESPONDS TO_ _ _ _ _  
- p. C ~ ~ H ~ ~ T c-o.N-srsTso-F;~- u ~ ~ T- .~ 
~~ 
. .  
C 

C i ,K  3- THE- DIMENSION--OF THE-NULL SPACE -OF L P  AND ~-

C 

C 2 . N u ~ L - t  A X ET NMATRIX- WHOSE J'TH-ROW ( J l v  .JN) REPRESENTS -

C ~ ~. ..-THE J 'TH VECTOR = J l * V ( l )  +.**+JN*V(N) OF THE BASIS OF THE J 
C NULL SPACE. 
C ~. ~~ -. ~. .. ~ 
C 
C . .THE METHOD.~LET-VC-11 BE THE I ' T H  COLUMN VECTOR 0-F I V .  STEP 1 j 
.-C -~ CONSISTS OF FORMING THE MATRIX IRANGE WHOSE I ' T H  ROW CONSIS 1 

C O F  L ( V ( I ) J - e  STEEPZ CONSISTS OF CALLING SUBROUTINE BASE 

C 

~
C THE ROW REDUCED ~MA7RIX INTERMS O F . T H E  INfTIAL ROWS OF THT~ I 
C MATRIX AND EXPRESSES THE RESULT I N  THE MATRIX IBSRAN. 
~ ~~~~~ 
C IDMRAN IS  THE DIMENSION OF THE RANGE OF L e  THE 
C FIRST IDMRAN ROWS OF IBSRAN FORM A BASIS OF THE RANGE OF C . - .~ - - R s ~ u o w s ..-
C ' WE HAVE V ( l ) ~ e . . ~ V ( f j )  AS A BASIS O F  V AND WE FORMED ~~. 
C L T V ( I ) j  FOR I = ~ I ~ * ~ P N *SUPPOSE I B S R A N = i A ( I @ J i j .  THEN THE 
C I ' T H  ELEMENT OF A BASIS FOR THE RANGE O F  L I S  GIVEN BY
7- A [ I , 1 5 + L i V I l 5 5 + ; . - . + A [ f , N j * L ( V ( N S f .  SINCE L IS LINEAR I T  
C FOLLOWS THAT THE VECTORS A(IIl)*L(V(l)+...+A(IIN)*V(N)I 1 
..~ . .r WlT4sTfT;-;*IDMRANtFOKM A EASIb FQK A SUBSPACE OF V WHICH IS 3 
C ISOMORPHICI UNDER THE RESTRICTION OF L TO THIS SUBSPACE, 
~ 
E TO T H t  KANGE O F  L e  THE LA-- N-TUMKAN ROWS OF fHE ROW ~i 
C REDUCED IRANGE MATRIX ARE ALL ZERO. SO A ( I V l ) * L ( V ( l ) ) + . . * +
-
A ( I - I N T * ~ ) I = B I F U R  I=IDMRAN+lr.*erN. THE LINEARITY OF L 
C SHOWS 
Awl, 
THAT THE VECTORS.-- A ( I i l ) * V ( l ) + . . . + A ( I t N ) * V ( N ) , F O R  I= 
..c I N I  THE-NULLSPACE OF Le ?HE KUW 
C 
C N D E P E N D E N T .  HENCE THE LAST N-IDMRAN -ROWS OF IBSRAN ARE A 
C BASIS FOR THE NULL SPACE O F  L e  
c 
-_ DIMENSION L ( 3 0 1 3 0 ) 1 N U L L ( 3 0 ~ 3 0 )  
"ION I V [ ~ S P L S I  I 
18 

-- 
-- 
---- .. - -. . - _I..--..... -_.__.----._.I.--_..-__.-__ 
.... . ._------I_I__.... 
.. _ _  ....... . _ - _ _  . . .  ...... -_. - . ..... __ 
................... . . . . . . .  ... . ..-_-._.__I 
_.I__.___. .......... ... . - _ _ - -___ 
-I. . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - ... - ...... .__.__  
19 

--- 
--- 
I II 1.1 111 

. - . . .  
U .  
- ... -____s3 - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFFI(S) ­
. . . . . . .  ........ . . . . . . . . .  ... ...... .. 

............ ---~ ...... _,___._SUEROUTINE DIVCHK(L2iNtNULL1 - - . 
DIjwENSION NULL (30P 3 0 )-c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  --___..I_______ I__ 
C , DIVCHK CHECKS TO SEE I F  THE NUMREkS 2 ~ 3 , 5 ~ 7 , 1 1DIVIDE EVERY ENTRY 
-T--- -HAS -N'  COLIJIWE~~-~-JF-Sb-T)iEFJ-F- .OF ROrs: L2'IN TFTE--FIATRIX^-NOCL--WHr~  
C THE DIVISION IS DOIJE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I...... ..... -.--c---~ 
ICtiT=1 
.- . _____.­
-.- - 732-co TO (726r727;T28;TZP .,- mxmT. - ­
' 726 L3=2, ~ - - ­'Fd-TO 731. .......... . .___.I ........ ­
727 L3=3I 
/-._. . .GO'Toi 731. ................ I.-...-.._I ....................... _I_______._____I.._ 
20 
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